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Resentful of their government's abuses and usurpations, thirteen colonies declared their right to

become independent States. The Declaration of Independence codified beliefs held in common by

thirteen British-American colonies. These beliefs included the assertion that it is "the duty" of the

people to terminate an abusive government. That obstructions should not be placed against the

lawful migration and naturalization of foreigners. That military intervention should never supersede

local civil authority. And that civilians, regardless of the allegations against them, should never be

held or tried outside of their regional civilian court system.
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How can one NOT love these documents. They are the building blocks upon which this Great

Nation was founded, and survives to this day. The wisdom of our forefathers was such that it has

empowered us as US Citizens, with many rights and privileges that are enjoyed nowhere else on

earth. It pains me greatly though that we have among us some sensationalizing, self-centered,

self-indulgent, egotistical politicians who dare have the audacity to threaten to take away and

eliminate even minute parts of these treasures because they do not fit in with their own ideologies.

While it is their 1st Amendment right to say these things, (and I will defend their right to do so) it is

also MY 1st Amendment right to suggest they find suitable accommodations elsewhere - say the

Middle East perhaps.

Useful reference



Everyone needs to read this. Refresh yourselves before every election. And maybe more often

throughout the year Bill of Rights , too

Most Americans don't bother to spend the time to actually read these volumes all the way through.

In my estimation, a basic understanding of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S.

Constitution should be a mandatory prerequisite for full American citizenship. Written by Benjamin

Franklin who, with Thomas Jefferson, constituted the most intelligent of our founding fathers. Highly

Recommended.

Every American should read and reread this as a basis for understanding and appreciating the

genius of our system and how it works. Understand the context and situation which this document

was written, inspiring the Founders to create a document that prescribes the Peoples' rights and

protections from tyranny perpetrated by the government.

Still about as perfect a political statement that you will ever see. Too bad the politicians, especially

the Executive Branch, swear to it but then when sworn in simply (and illegally) ignore the parts they

do not like. The Legislative and Judicial Branches could put a stop to that behavior, but don't seem

to have the backbone to fulfill their on responsibilities.

Everyone should have a copy of these documents and read them often. Too many of us are

unfamiliar with them, their ideals, and how they evolved. These are the basis of American

exceptionalism. The backbone of our way of life. We do ourselves, our youth, and our future

generations a vast disservice by no longer studying these inspired writings in our schools. Five

stars? How about infinite stars?

Historical document that should be a must read for all who live in this country, for those people who

occupy a government office....
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